mRNA sequences and possess nucleotide sequences at their 5' ends that arc complementar)' to the sequences of the mRNA's immediately downstream of the pre-edited regions (PER). The gRNA's do not represent classical templates for edited RNA sequences, due to the presence of abundant noncanonical G-U base pairs. The gRNA's, some of which appear to represent primary transcripts, possess unique 5' ends and a 3' oligoU tail added posnranscriptionally, which varies in length from 5 to 24 nucleotides {18). The gRNA genes arc found in the maxicircle genome and within the variable regions of the minicircles {19), suggesting a function for these DNA molecules. The gRNA's arc specific for each edited mRNA and encode the additional U residues as complementary A or G residues. In the proposed model {17) (Fig. 1) , a hybrid is formed between the 5' end of the gRNA and a region of the mRNA that is adjacent (3') to the PER (3' anchor). A stabilizing hybrid then forms between the 3' oligoU tail of the gRNA and die GA-rich PER (5' anchor) {18). Editing occurs by specific endonuclease cleavage of the mRNA within the PER at a position 3' to the first mismatched nucleotide. Addition of U residues to, or, more rarely, deletion from the liberated 3' hydroxyl terminus is followed by formation of a base pair between the guide A or G and the added U residues, and religation of the cleaved mRNA molecule. The putative editing enzyme complex then migrates to the next mismatch and the c)'cle is repeated. The recent discovery that kinetoplast minicircle DNA encodes gRNA's that fimction in the editing of maxicircle transcripts remains to be investigated, especially in view of the extensive minicircle sequence divergence observed between species of kinetoplastids. Putative gRNA genes have been identified in T. brucei {14, 25), and gRNA-like transcripts have been identified in T. equiperdum that are precisely located between pairs of I8-bp inverted repeats (26) in the variable regions of the minicircles. These inverted repeats could represent remnants of transposition events that involved the migradon of mobile gRNA genes between maxicircle and minicircle DNA.
The evidence for this model is
One funaion of RNA editing in kinetoplastids is to provide translational regulation of mitochondrial gene expression. However, the evolutionary origin of this type of editing and the effea of such split genes on the evolution of the mitochondrial genome remain to be explored. It is possible that this process originally represented a general mechanism for the modificadon or repair of RNA sequences prior to the origin of polymerase enzymes. Perhaps modem mitochondrial RNA editing in trypanosomes in an atavistic remnant of a primitive RNA sequence modification process. It remains to be seen if the trypanosome type of RNA edidng is present in higher eukaryotes.
